Those who make War possible

Those who produce and sell petrol

The producing countries are, in the first place, the United States, Russia and Rumania, States which supply their own needs and export a large proportion of the production (U.S.A. which imports about as much as it exports, furnishes to the Fascist powers more than half the world's production of these two

encouraged by the F.D.R., Dutch, Italian, Mexican, Cola-statet's, Argentinian and in some cases to pri

rappel to Germany.

Finally, Germany replenishes her supply through the U.S.A., Dutch and other English companies, Royal Dutch Shell (the Dutch subsidiary of the Anglo-Persian (or Anglo-Iranian).)

Those who transport petrol to Italy

The suppliers to Italy are: Russia, Germany, U.S.A., the United States, France, Standard Oil Co. and two English companies, Royal Dutch Shell (the Dutch subsidiary of the Anglo-Persian (or Anglo-Iranian).)

Those who control the petrol

A commercial agreement dated the 1st January, 1935, does not expire until 1939, and contracts for Russia to supply petrol to Hitler Germany, a quarter of whose share belong to The Anglo-Persian, another quarter to Royal Dutch Shell and the rest to the French Petroleo des Petroles and the Allied Standard Oil Co.

Those who transport petrol to Italy

Germany replenishes her supply through the U.S.A., Dutch, Italian, Mexican, Cola-statet's, Argentinian and in some cases to private interests.

The Fascists themselves, but by their dupes, the working class.

We will oppose this war because we believe that the working class will not benefit by their sacrifice. The last war has shown us that. It produced the Treaty of Versailles, and two openly Totalitarian States. It has brought death to hundreds of thousands of homes and widespread misery throughout the world. Even in England, the nerve centre of the mighty British Empire, from which British Imperialism has sucked every drop of blood, 40% of the population is underfed!
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More men will be sent to the front line to be butchered. As we go to press we learn that an "Auxiliary Territorial Service" has been formed for women. The term implies that the State and Government before "motor-drivers, clerical workers, has been formed for women. The "Auxiliary Territorial Service" an " Auxiliary Territorial Service " long as the opposing political parties continue to maintain their present position this barrier will continue.

The Anarchists have always believed that the Government is unnecessary to dwell on them. It is enough to say that the revolution is sufficiently well known. The revolutionary tactics of the masses, both in the East and West, and the economic and social sphere have given glorious proof of the efficacy of the Anarchist method. The Spanish Anarchists have carried the fight against Fascism further than ever before.

Then something happened which drew the attention of the entire world and caused surprise and appreciation among the Anarchists abroad. Anarchist, the sworn enemy of the State were entering the Government! In Catalonia the C.N.T. and F.A.I. already completely in control, had representatives in the Catalan Government. A few months later, on the eve of the attack on Madrid the C.N.T. entered the National Government. There were Anarchist councillors and active members, and the co-operatives and syndicates of the C.N.T. were united in the Government which had always been the impossible barrier dividing them from all forms of authoritarian socialism.

Had the whole doctrinal structure of Anarchism collapsed? Was it impossible to translate Anarchist ideology into realistic action? Was not this going back on first principles in itself an admission of failure?
WAR AND DEMOCRACY

By ETHEL MANNIN

During the past few weeks there has been a nauseating flood of nationalist self-assertion, a resulting depression, and a horrifying amount of hubbub let loose. With a bland disregard for a minority's right to its national self-determination, has been combined a sheep-like bleating about democratic freedom and justice. Anyone who ventures to suggest that the Sudeten Germans have a reasonable case against the Czechs, and that Hitler had just cause when in his Nuremberg speech he referred so scathingly to the hubbub of the so-called democratic countries, is labelled "pro-Hitler" by the man-in-the-street, and Trotskyist or Trotskyist-Fascist by the politically "informed." Backed by the Labour Party, the Communists, the Left Book Club, a new set of initials, the "I.P.C."—International Peace Campaign—has been feverishly distributing millions of leaflets demanding peace in Czechoslovakia but poor democracy. In 1914 it was Kaiserism that had to be smashed, and it was not very well informed; "Hitler menace" was smothered now and forever. In 1914 it was Kaiserism that had to be smashed, and it was not very well informed; "Hitler menace" was smothered now and forever. In 1914 it was Kaiserism that had to be smashed, and it was not very well informed; "Hitler menace" was smothered now and forever. In 1914 it was Kaiserism that had to be smashed, and it was not very well informed; "Hitler menace" was smothered now and forever. In 1914 it was Kaiserism that had to be smashed, and it was not very well informed; "Hitler menace" was smothered now and forever.

Norwegian Crew refuse to Transport Chemicals for Franco.

Norwegian crews and sailors of the S.I.A. (International Anti-Fascist Solidarity) and were working out all over the world. But the man-in-the-street is not very well informed; he knows little or nothing of the Fascism rampant within British and French "democracy." The Fascism of Imperialism; its imaginations is easily inflamed by stories of Nazi atrocities, and by the press propaganda which envisages Fascism as that it must be smashed, representing Czechoslovakia as a united nation about to be dismembered by the rapacious hands of the most evil thing in the world.

Fascism is an evil thing, but it is not more evil than the system that spawned it; it is begotten by Imperialism out of Capitalism. Nazism is not a greater evil than the protection of capitalist-imperialist interests. Those who live by the sword—of parliamentary and military power—sooner or later perish by that sword; it is inevitable.

If there is a war " to save democracy" it will be la grande illusion all over again. To attempt to prevent war by calling Hitler's bluff as the I.P.C. would have us to hurl Europe into the abyss; Hitler is not bluffing. Our statesmen are astute enough to know this. What then is the solution, the choice between the two evils? On the one hand, the increased power of Fascism in Europe, on the other the horrors of a world-war to crush Hitlerism? There is no solution within the existing system. Fascism, war, capitalist and imperialist oppression and exploitation masquerading as democracy, they are all evils. If war comes it will be a war between capitalist-imperialist nations fighting for the preservation of their power and their vested interests, an affair of Governments and their political and economic aspirations; it will be no affair of the humble masses, not worth the loss of a single worker's life, British, French, German or Czech. It will not be a war of liberation; make no mistake about that: the most we can hope for is that it may create a revolutionary system in every country in Europe—including Soviet Russia; if the world must be plunged into a chaos and bloodshed greater than it knew in 1914-18—and it will be greater, for the machinery of war has dialectically "improved" since then—good can only come out of it if the workers of the world awake to the fact that here is THEIR opportunity for statesmen and dictators, capitalists and imperialists, to fight for domination, a survival of the fittest in terms of the most powerful bully, or combination of bullies, coming out on top.

We have seen how British and French "democracy" have betrayed the Spanish people in their struggle for Freedom against Fascism. We have been warned.

There is no hope to make it possible to eat with the devil with impunity. When thieves and the unscrupulous honest folk have nothing to gain by participating in the scheme, it is to the advantage of the public as a whole.---however; on the contrary they have all they hold dear, material and ideal dreams, to lose; but whilst the brigands exhaust and weaken the masses, the masses may find and follow a path to freedom beyond the reach of governments and their hypocrisy and corruption.

The Norwegian sailors do not transport war material for Franco.
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Like lightning, New York responded to the call of Baltimore. Every day, from 10 a.m. till 4 p.m., pickets may be seen in front of the Norwegian Consulate, at 115, Broad Street and at the shipping offices at 22, Whitehall Street, opposite South Ferry, exposing the fact that there is a Norwegian ship trying to help the enemies of Spain by carrying chemicals to be turned into bombs to kill innocent women and children.

The boat must unloading or it will never leave the port of Baltimore, say the striking sailors and the anti-Fascist elements who are enthusiastically helping them.

(Norwegian Labor Bulletin.)

However, the S.I.A. and other anti-Fascist organizations have demanded the immediate nationalization of all Norwegian ships.

The narrowest, but most tragic, but most important, has been the narrowest war of all—between the Fascists and the Honest People. It is the Fascist regime that is making the world more Fascist, more warlike, more imperialistic, and more imperialist.
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**German Intervention in Spain**

According to the "News Chronicle," London, German intervention in Spain goes much further than mere helping France to victory in its struggle for survival. German aid to France has increased considerably of late, thus, the Kondor Legion which includes all the German aviation in France's territory, is under the exclusive control of German officers and is now composed of 1,650 officers, 5,600 subordinates, radio-telegaphers and mechanics.
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"An understanding of the situation in Spain must necessarily include an understanding of the constructive efforts of the Spanish Workers. From the beginning of the struggle in Spain, Spanish workers have been modelling a new society and a new way of living, in which the workers, unified on the basis of classlessness, are centered within the group of the Communist everywhere, in which they combine with the suffering masses of the world. We are convinced that at least 1,200 German technicians are in Rebel Spain and that the Kondor Legion, which is under the control of German officers, is in Spain in the name of Fascism and which is naturally anti-Semitic, contains the following lines in its September issue:

*...we would again remind readers of our quarterly supplement, * ibt*, which is published every September and November. The next number will be published on November 15th.*